WITNESSING AUSCHWITZ

SEPTEMBER 14 & 20-21, 2022

https://linktr.ee/witnessingauschwitz2022

Conference Organized by:
Witnessing Auschwitz Seminar 2022
VIRTUAL EVENT

Made with the support of:
Wednesday, September 14th

11-12pm - The Holocaust as Erased Pasts

Dr. Roma Sendyka - Uncommemorated Genocide Sites and Collective Memory

Jagiellonian University, Krakow
Tuesday, September 20th

2-3:30pm - Auschwitz Past and Present - Journeys and Maps of Survivors

Nikhitha Guddeti - Mapping the National Exhibitions at Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum
Lisa Rutloh - Mapping Halina Birenbaum’s Journey in Auschwitz-Birkenau
Macy Richards - Mapping Borowski

3:30-5pm - Auschwitz through People and Art

Jenna Aldus - Art an International Language of Auschwitz
Dasha Prykhodko - "Ukrainian Guard in Auschwitz"
Charlotte Gibbs - The Women in Auschwitz
Wednesday, September 21st

9:30-11am - Distortions of Auschwitz and What We Ignore

Annahat Randhawa - Importance of Distinguishing between Fiction and Nonfiction

Asia - Boris Kobe’s Holocaust Tarot: The Distortion of Basic Human Archetypes to Convey Nazi Camp Experiences

Nina Weng - Commemorating Porajmos, the Roma and Sinti Holocaust

11-12:30pm - A Test to the Limits of Human Suffering - Language and Psychology of Auschwitz

Axel Kong - The Unforgettable: Psychological Effects of Auschwitz Imprisonment

Melanie Kilchherr - "Kanada" and "Mexico" as Case Studies of Lagersprache

Hannah Morstead - An Institution of Deception: Examining What it Means to "Deceive" in Auschwitz